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The thing that sets the Austrian jazz scene apart these 
days, that for which it is known and valued even beyond 
it’s borders, is the immense musical diversity present 
here. Whether in the traditional formats, the large or small 
ensembles, the experimental or avant-garde, in every part 
of the jazz scene it is quite apparent that they are taking 
place in the middle of a lively and innovative creative 
climate. And it is happening at an artistic and technical level 
that can hold its own at an international level.

It is particularly, (although not only) the extremely 
experimental representatives of the younger generation 
that can take the credit. A generation that doesn’t shy 
away from a challenging crossover, a generation that 
has conceived of daring instrumental combinations and 
successfully created new and exciting hybrids as a result. 
A generation that has not only redesigned the garden of 
Austrian jazz, but contributed entirely new breeds of beauty 
and international renown. 

The number of recordings that have received excellent 
reviews in the international press continues to grow as 
do the number of awards Austrian musicians and bands 
receive, and the festivals they are invited to take part in. 
The Austrian jazz scene has come of its own as a part of the 
larger continental culture.

There are many reasons why this has happened. One 
of them is the unprecedented number of highly skilled 
musicians being trained by the nation’s universities year 
after year. This large number of graduates, who have no 
fear of musical experimentation, results in  the creation of 
new bands and formations that span the vast selection of 
jazz variations.

An active community of professional clubs and initiatives 
has also contributed to this exceptional situation. 
Organisations like Jazzwerkstatt Wien, Listen Closely, 
Session Work Records, Laub Records, or TonArtTirol go 
beyond their various functions as labels, platforms or 
information centres and result in the creation of concerts 
and festivals that are cherished by artist as well as 
audience. 

And then there are the clubs. A lively scene needs to be 
seen, and successful and well run clubs provide the stage 
for these talented musicians to present themselves. But 
locations like Porgy & Bess, Theater am Spittelberg, Blue 
Tomato, Sargfabrik, Jazzit, Stockwerk, or the Treibhaus 
aren’t just places for music to be consumed. They provide 
the setting for musicians and audience to meet, discuss and 
enjoy, and play an important role as a foundation of a living 
scene.

The bands, musicians and ensembles presented in 
this brochure are only a small selection of the many 
exciting projects the Austrian musical landscape has to 
���������������������������� 
currently represents: a country of exciting and interesting 
contemporary and modern jazz that has a well deserved 
reputation beyond its borders.

These bands have been a part of various cooperations 
between mica - music austria and festivals like Taktlos 
Zürich, Jazzfestival Saalfelden, Jazzfestival Alto Adige and 
the development plan “New Austrian Sound of Music” from 
the Austrian Federal Ministry for Europe, Integration and 
������������������������������� 
links to ensembles, festivals, labels and media in Austria.

A small look at the diversity 
of Austrian jazz

jazz  FROM
aUSTRIa

Introduction
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aRTIST 
PORTRaITS

Artist Portraits

As one of Austria’s busiest and most sought after jazz 
pianists, David Helbock has always been a musician 
full of surprises. With his trio RANDOM/CONTROL, 
���������������������������� 
his colleagues Johannes Bär and Andi Broger and 
takes it to the next level. Covering an incredibly wide 
stylistic spectrum with over 30 instruments on stage, 
the two elements “Random” and “Control” are turned 
into a witty and thrilling musical journey marked 
by exceptional skills, humour and virtuosity. With 
his second trio, simply named “David Helbock Trio”, 
Helbock focuses his attention on creating a reduced, 
or as he says “uncomplicated” musical implementation. 
By “uncomplicated” he doesn’t mean his playing 
technique, but the resultant sound. His compositions 
and arrangements are sophisticated and intricate, the 
end result a coherent whole. The David Helbock Trio 
stage an energetic and atmospheric sound theatre 

that can even appeal to people who aren’t dedicated 
Jazz lovers.

David Helbock’s Random/Control 
David Helbock - piano, inside piano, toy piano, 
melodica, percussion, toys, electronics 
�������������������������� 
euphonium, tuba, sousaphone, alphorn, didgeridoo, 
beatbox, percussion, electronics 
Andreas Broger - tenor sax, soprano sax, clarinet, bass 
���������������������

David Helbock Trio 
David Helbock - piano 
Raphael Preuschl - bassukulele 
Reinhold Schmölzer - drums 
 
Website > davidhelbock.com

Dav ID HElb OCk – Ra NDOM/CONTROl + T RIO

D
avid H

elbock’s Random
/Control (Photo ©

 Severin Koller)
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lU ka S 
kRaNzElb INDER
When people talk about the free spirits creating 
music in Austria, one name that is sure to pop up 
rather sooner than later is Lukas Kranzelbinder. The 
Carinthian born bassist and label boss (Laub Records) 
���������������������������� 
someone who has consciously adopted a stylistically 
broad musical spectrum. Kranzelbinder is as much 
an expert in classically oriented old-school jazz as 
he is in any number of possible traditions that have 
developed out of it. Taking a closer look at his various 
projects (Mario Rom’s INTERZONE, Lukas im Dorf, 
Muchogusto, Expressway Sketches and many others), 
it becomes clear he is a musician who knows no limits. 
He can make it swing, keep it straight or oblique, be 
experimental and avant-garde in an operatic format 
or just rock out surf-style. Lukas Kranzelbinder is a 
musician that is always good for a few surprises. 

Lukas Kranzelbinder - double bass

Website > laubrecords.com/lukas-kranzelbinder/bio

EDI NUlz It’s nice that they are still around. Those musical 
concepts that are good for a few surprises. The ones 
that don’t rely on the familiar and well known but 
prefer to take unconventional concepts head-on. 
Edi Nulz consists of three jazz musicians that 
unmistakably bring along a heavy dose of rock music. 
The music is far from any classical jazz structures. 
Aside from the strong instrumental skills and highly 
complex songs of the musicians, it is above all the 
driving energy in the playing style, melodies, harmonies 
��������������������������� 
traditional jazz and is rather reminiscent of the prog-
rock era in the 70s. 
The trio enjoys what they are doing and make that 
obvious to the audience every time they play.

Siegmar Brecher - bass clarinet 
Julian Adam Pajzs - guitar 
Valentin Schuster - drums

Website > edi-nulz.com

Artist Portraits

Lukas Kranzelbinder (Photo © Severin Koller)

Edi Nulz (Photo © Antonia Renner)
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Maja O SOj NIk
Maja Osojnik is one of the country’s most versatile 
and eclectic musicians. She is a prime example of a 
genuinely free spirit who does not shy away from any 
risks and does not limit herself to any musical dogma. 
In her music, the Vienna-based Slovenian experiments 
��������������������������� 
musical styles and varieties and tries to reconcile these 
��������������������������� 
uncharted territories and exploring yet unknown forms 
of sound. Sticking to old standards is not really her 
thing. Swinging back and forth somewhere between 
the poles of jazz, avant-garde, improvisation, electronic, 
pop and contemporary music, the artist extracts 
various elements from this broad musical pool and 
brings it to a consistent and coherent whole. With her 
bright electronic sounds and attractively dark voice, 
Maja Osojnik questions her social and emotional role 
������������������������������ 
Maja Osojnik will pursue in the future. One thing is yet 
quite sure though, Maja Osojnik will surprise us over 
and over again, regardless of any constellation. 

Maja Osojnik - vocals, recorder, electronics

Website > maja.klingt.org

David Six, most probably already a household name to 
connoisseurs of the young Austrian jazz scene due to 
his many participations in a variety of projects (Mira Lu 
Kovacs/David Six, David Six‘s Matador, Laura Winkler‘s 
Wabi Sabi Orchestra), is a solo artist crossing classical 
music with jazz, or vice versa, depending on one‘s 
perspective. The composer and pianist artfully spans 
an arc between these two musical worlds, without ever 
becoming too obvious. It is precisely these blurred 
���������������������������� 
with nothing more than his piano. David Six proves 
that he is an expert in creating expansive pieces in 
which every single tone, every melody, and every 
musical experiment come to fruition without seeming 
pompous or overly intellectual.

David Six - piano

Website > davidsix.com

Dav ID SIx

Artist Portraits

David Six (Photo © Luka Alagizawanna)

Maja Osojnik (Photo © Rania Moslam)
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The arc that the two string musicians Matthias 
Bartolomey and Klemens Bittmann draw in their 
����������������������������
�������������������������� 
jazz, to accents of rock and pop. The two musicians 
share a deep love and respect for the sound of 
their instruments, as well as a strong passion for 
jointly developing new soundscapes. Their playful 
compositions oscillate between powerful high-speed 
������������������������ 
restrained and soulfully played passages. In this sense, 
the duo BartolomeyBittmann manages to awaken a 
very special groove with its classical instruments.

Matthias Bartolomey - cello 
Klemens Bittmann - violin, mandola

Website >  bartolomeybittmann.at

FRaNz HaUTzINGER
Franz Hautzinger is a musician who has never 
allowed restrictions to get in the way of his creativity. 
Preserving artistic freedom is a top priority for this 
trumpeter, composer and improviser. He creates his 
own musical world where the boundaries of styles and 
genres seem to be obsolete. He feels most at home 
in the overlapping areas of various musical genres, 
no matter whether jazz, improvisation, electronics, 
contemporary music, avant-garde or world music. 
He consistently tries to bridge the gaps and override 
stylistic boundaries to create something completely 
new and extraordinary. Franz Hautzinger’s particular 
objective is to shed the tight corset of conventionalism 
and create enough free space to implement his 
musical visions in order to confront the audience with 
���������������������������� 
sonic landscapes that are beyond the norm.

Franz Hautzinger - trumpet

Website > franzhautzinger.com

baRTOl OMEybITTMaNN

Artist Portraits

BartolomeyBittmann (Photo © Leo Fellinger)

Franz Hautzinger (Photo © Clara Zalan)
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With “Songs I Like”, Pepe Auer presents a thoughtful 
collection of self-composed songs, arrangements and 
youthful musical memories that have accompanied 
him throughout the years. Sampled sounds of the 
bass clarinet form the foundation of the programmed 
electronics that were created together with drummer 
and co-producer Gregor Hilbe. The sound is rounded 
out with a hurdy-gurdy, accordion and cello. The result, 
a charming mix of jazz, world music and electronic. 
Moving between the worlds of jazz, pop, electronic and 
chamber music; Auer creates a shimmering musical 
universe of his own.

Christoph Pepe Auer - clarinets & saxophones, 
electronics 
Gregor Hilbe - drums, electronics 
Christian Bakanic - accordion, piano 
Matthias Loibner - hurdy-gurdy 
Marie Spaemann - voice, cello

Website > pepeauer.com

PEPE aUER – SONGS I l IkE

The four heads of Kompost 3 are experts in bridging 
musical divides. Representing a young generation that 
��������������������������� 
the quartet treads a musical path that leads them to 
a very distinctive and unique sound. All of their pieces 
sound innovative, imaginative, complex, varied and 
refreshingly non-dogmatic. The music is based on jazz 
elements, but also include funk, bombastic art rock, 
sound art, trip hop, minimal techno and various forms 
���������������������������� 
2016 the acclaimed jazz/improv/groove/funk combo 
started a collaboration with Mira Lu Kovacs - vocalist 
and leader of the Amadeus Award-winning band 
Schmieds Puls - resulting in a shared excursion into 
airy, cinematic, downtempo pop.

Martin Eberle - trumpet, french horn 
Benny Omerzell - organ, Fender Rhodes 
Manu Mayr - electronics, bass 
Lukas König - drums, samples

Website > laubrecords.com/kompost3/bio

kOMPOST 3

Artist Portraits

Kompost 3 (Photo © Astrid Knie)

Christoph Pepe Auer (Photo © Julia Wesely)
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Woody Black 4 are following a rather unusual musical 
path. The instrumentation, with four clarinets, is 
already out of the ordinary. The varied language of 
jazz serves as their foundation, but they combine 
that with distant musical lands, from New Music to 
Pop. But no matter the mix, the sound of this quartet 
always remains warm, mellow and pure. That doesn’t 
mean it’s always smooth, though. Woody Black 4 is 
best described as a collection of clarinet virtuosos that 

���������������������������� 
sometimes wander into the dissonant.

Oscar Antoli - clarinet, bassclarinet 
Daniel Moser - bassclarinet 
Stephan Dickbauer - clarinet 
Leonhard Skorupa - bassclarinet

Website > woodyblack4.com

Treeoo proves that modern jazz does not have to lose 
itself in excessive complexity to be interesting and 
challenging. In their joint project, Maximilian Tschida, 
Judith Ferstl and Andreas Seper consciously focus 
more on increased musicality rather than on avant-
garde experiments. The main emphasis of this trio 
lies in the overall sound of the songs. Without ever 
overstepping the mark, Treeoo remains focused and 
has a clear vision of bringing out the essence. Mutual 
recognition is a key ingredient of this group, which 
provides the space and opportunity for the members 
to express themselves and have an active and lively 
interaction with each other. In other words, Treeoo 
are simply jazz in it’s most beautiful, layered and 
compelling form.

Judith Ferstl - double bass 
Andreas Seper - drums 
Maximilian Tschida - piano

Website > treeoo-music.com

WOODy bla Ck 4

TREEOO

Artist Portraits

Woody Black 4 (Photo © Johanna Bugkel)

Treeoo (Photo ©Treeoo)
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El IaS STEMESEDER Elias Stemeseder is a well known talent. Not just at 
home, but also abroad. So it’s not surprising that 
jazz-greats like the American avant-garde drummer 
Jim Black have discovered him. Together with bassist 
Thomas Morgan, the trio have already released two 
recordings that have been well received internationally. 
The spectrum of their musical expression is amazingly 
broad and ranges from highly dynamic approaches, 
playful improvisation, to the calm and melancholic. It is 
the particularly delicate manipulation of his instrument 
that sets him apart from the rest. Elias Stemeseder 
exhibits an amazing maturity despite his young age. 
A maturity that expresses itself through his beguiling 
nonchalance and his distinct musical language.

Elias Stemeseder - piano

Website > eliasstemeseder.com

Artist Portraits

MaRIO ROM’S INTERzONE
Mario Rom’s INTERZONE is a band that has made 
an international name for themselves thanks to 
������������������������ 
True”, “Everything is Permitted”) and strong live 
performances. With Lukas Kranzlbinder on the bass 
und Herbert Pirker on the drums, the trio around 
trumpet player Mario Rom belongs to those groups of 
contemporary musicians who approach jazz in their 
own unique way.  
The result is a layered and multifaceted mix of 
traditional and modern jazz with elements of bebop, 

funk and a dose of swing thrown in for good measure. 
Mario Rom’s INTERZONE is one of those bands with a 
massive fun factor, a band whose entertainment value 
is particularly obvious when these three musicians 
take the stage together.

Mario Rom - trumpet 
Lukas Kranzelbinder - double bass 
Herbert Pirker - drums

Website > laubrecords.com/interzone
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FIl IPPa GOj O
������������������������� 
nail against any form of musical categorisation. In 
2003 three young instrumentalists came together with 
a plan to revolutionise the concept of the classic trio 
format (saxophone, bass and drums) and add a fresh 
instrumental twist to the sound. As in their previous 
project [midshi], the trio followed a path blazed by 
various music forms that moved from the margins of 
classical jazz interpretations to more electronically 
tinged and experimental avant-gardistic sounds. The 
approach of Namby Pamby Boy is quite similar, with 
�������������������������� 
take inspiration from electronic music, but also from 
������������������

Fabian Rucker - saxophone 
Philipp Nykrin - keyboards 
Andreas Lettner - drums

Website > nambypambyboy.com

NaMby PaMby bOy

She is a vocalist who has developed her own voice 
and musical language. Filippa Gojo. Born in Vorarlberg 
and currently living in Cologne, this young musician 
is one of those who has turned the artistically stylish 
genre crossover into a hallmark of her work. Filippa 
is an extremely adventurous artist who continuously 
manages to create memorable musical highlights. 
Her jazz, lightly spiced with folk, sounds modern 
and provides enough space for unconventional 
improvisation. Filippa Gojo is an expert in combining a 
���������������������������� 
whole. One that touches both mind and soul.

Filippa Gojo - vocals

Website > �������

Artist Portraits

Namby Pamby Boy (Photo © Severin Koller)

Filippa Gojo (Photo © Florian Zeeh)
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Sticking to musical dogma isn’t really a major concern 
��������������������������� 
bound to the traditional rules of jazz, and prefer to set 
their own musical accents. The daring improvisation, 
unconventional solos, varied arrangements, and 
grooving rhythms are all playfully woven together to 
create an atmospheric musical form. The mix of jazz 
and others genres refrain from over-intellectualisation 
or complexity, while still being technically challenging. 
������������������������� 
which helps keep the music open and approachable 
for all.

Chrissi Pfeifer - alto-, baritone saxophone 
Lisa Hofmaninger - soprano saxophone, bass clarinet 
Judith Ferstl - double bass  
Judith Schwarz - drums 
Hubert Gredler - piano, vocals

Website > �������

CHUFFDRONE

HOll ER 
My vIER
The musical universe of Laura Winkler is one of many colours, shades and facets. Together with her band, the Graz-
born and currently Berlin-based singer and composer creates music that covers an extremely broad spectrum, 
which is quite unusual in the traditional jazz sense. Tinted with gentle jazz and folk elements, the songs of the 
young formation manoeuvre between wonderfully delicate and atmospheric lyrical moments, charming and 
dreamy exhilaration, ornate pop renditions and bittersweet melancholy.

Laura Winkler - vocals, DDR-harmonium 
Stephen Molchanski - trumpet, beatbox, percussion, vocals 
Fabian Koppri - mandolin, mandola, e-guitar, vocals 
Lucas Dietrich - double bass, bass, ukulele 
 
Website > hollermydear.com/hollermyvier

Artist Portraits
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THE lITT l E baND 
FROM GINGERla ND
“The Little Band From Gingerland” - a cooperation 
between the vocalist/pianist Angela Tröndle and the 
cellist Sophie Abraham - is an attempt at bridging the 
gap between jazz and pop. An incredibly vast stylistic 
��������������������������� 
the duo creates is a highly interesting, sophisticated, 
layered and independent take on art-pop. The music of 
“The Little Band From Gingerland” unites multifaceted 
vocal art, playful jazz, and the simplicity of pop 
with experimental electronic and singer-songwriter 
sensibilities. The result is an incredibly compelling body 
����������������������������

Sophie Abraham - cello, vocals, loops 
Angela Tröndle - piano, vocals

Guests: 
Siegmar Brecher - bass clarinet 
Philip Kopmajer - percussion

Website > angelatroendle.com/projects.html

Artist Portraits

The Little Band From Gingerland (Photo © Julia Wesely)
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PROMOTERS & vENUES

bURGENla ND
Limmitationes, Mogersdorf  > limmitationes.com
Jazzgalerie Nickelsdorf, Nickelsdorf  > konfrontationen.at

CaRINTHIa
Kammerlichtspiele Jazzclub, Klagenfurt  > jazz-club.at
Kulturforum Amthof, Feldkirchen  > kultur-forum-amthof.at
Kulturforum Villach, Villach  > kulturforumvillach.at
Kulturinitiave Bleiburg, Bleiburg  > kib-bleiburg.at
Raj / Innenhofkultur, Klagenfurt  > innenhofkultur.at
Step, Völkermarkt  > bystep.at

lOWER  aUSTRIa 
Bühne im Hof, St. Pölten  > buehneimhof.at
Bühne Purkersdorf, Purkersdorf  > die-buehne-purkersdorf.at
Fine Art Galerie, Traismauer  > ���������
Festspielhaus St. Pölten, St. Pölten  > festspielhaus.at
Folkclub Waidhofen, Wadhofen/Thaya  > folkclub.at
Jazzclub Drosendorf, Drosendorf  > jazzclub-drosendorf.at
Jazzforum Mödling, Mödling  > jazzforum.eu
That´s Jazz, Krems  > thatsjazz.at
Tischlerei Kulturwerkstatt, Melk  > tischlereimelk.at

Salzb URG
ARGE Kultur, Salzburg  > argekultur.at 

Promoters & Venues

USEFUl
CONTaCTS
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Jazzclub Life, Salzburg  > jazzclublife.at 
Jazzit, Salzburg  > jazzit.at
Jazzfreunde Bad Ischl, Bad Ischl  > jazzfreunde.at
Jazz im Sägewerk, Bad Hofgastein  > jazz-im-saegewerk.org
Kulturforum Hallein, Hallein  > forum-hallein.at
Kunstbox, Seekirchen  > kunstbox.at
Kunsthaus Nexus, Saalfelden  > kunsthausnexus.com

STyRIa 
Forum Kloster Gleisdorf, Gleisdorf  > forumkloster.at
Forum Stadtpark, Graz  > forum.mur.at
GamsbART, Graz  > gamsbartjazz.at
Generalmusikdirektion, Graz  > generalmusikdirektion.at
Grazzjazz, Graz  > grazjazz.at
Greith Haus, St. Ulrich  > greith-haus.at
Kulturkeller Gleisdorf, Gleisdorf  > kulturkeller.gleisdorf.at
Kulturviech, Rottenmann  > kulturviech.at
Weberhaus Jazzkeller, Weiz  > weiz.at/kultur-bildung/weberhaus/jazzkeller
Miles Jazzbar, Graz  > milesjazz.at 
Open Music, Graz  > openmusic.at
Orpheum Graz, Graz  > spielstaetten.at
Pangea, Graz  > pangea.postgarage.at 
Royal Garden Jazzclub, Graz  > royalgarden.at
Stockwerkjazz, Graz  > stockwerkjazz.mur.at

TyROl 
Altes Kino Landeck, Landeck  > alteskinolandeck.at
Artclub Imst, Imst  > artclubimst.at
Early Bird, Innsbruck  > theearlybird.at
Eremitage, Schwaz  > eremitage.at
Komma, Wörgl  > komma.at
Kulturlabor Stromboli, Hall  > stromboli.at
Musik-Kultur St. Johann, St. Johann  > muku.at
Treibhaus, Innsbruck  > treibhaus.at

UPPER aUSTRIa
Alter Sch8chthof Wels, Wels  > schlachthofwels.at
Akku Steyr, Steyr  > akku-steyr.com
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Brucknerhaus, Linz  > brucknerhaus.at
Gallensteine Kulturinitiative, Gallneukirchen  > gallnsteine.at
Gruppe 02, Lambach  > gruppeo2.at
Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg, Ulrichsberg  > jazzatelier.at
Jazzfreunde Bad Ischl, Bad Ischl  > jazzfreunde.at
Jazzpoint Linz, Linz  > jazzpoint.at
Kino Ebensee, Ebensee  > kino-ebensee.at
Koma, Ottensheim  > koma.ottensheim.at
Kulturhaus Spinnerei, Traun  > spinnerei.at
Kulturinitiave Bad Zell, Bad Zell  > kulturinitiative.net
�����������, St. Florian  > alteskino.org
Kulturverein Waschaecht, Wels  > waschaecht.at
Kulturzentrum d’Zuckerfabrik, Enns  > zuckerfabrik.at
Kunst im Keller KIK, Ried im Innkreis  > kik-ried.com
Kunst & Kultur Raab, Raab  > kkraab.com
Local Bühne Freistadt, Freistadt  > local-buehne.at
Musik-Kulturclub Lembach, Lembach  > musikclub.at
Smaragd Kultur Café, Linz  > smaragd.cc
Spielraum, Gaspoltshofen  > spielraum.at
Spinnerei, Traun  > spinnerei.at
 
vIENNa
Blue Tomato  > bluetomato.cc
Chaya Fuera  > chayafuera.com
Jazzland  > jazzland.at
Konzerthaus  > konzerthaus.at
Musikverein  > musikverein.at
Porgy & Bess  > porgy.at
Radiokulturhaus  > radiokulturhaus.orf.at 
Reigen  > reigen.at
Sargfabrik  > sargfabrik.at
Theater Akzent  > akzent.at
Theater am Spittelberg  > theateramspittelberg.at
WUK  > wuk.at

vORaRlb ERG
Altes Kino Rankweil, Rankweil  > alteskino.at
Jazzclub Lustenau, Lustenau  > jazzclub.at

Promoters & Venues
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lab El S

artForm MUSIC, Vienna  > art-form.at
ATS Records, Molln, Upper Austria  > ats-records.com 
Boomslang Records, Bezau, Vorarlberg  > traps.at/boomslang
col legno, Vienna  > col-legno.com
Cracked Anegg Records, Vienna  > crackedanegg.com
Ein Klang Records, Vienna  > einklangrecords.com
Freifeld Tonträger, Vienna > freifeldtontraeger.com
JazzIt Records, Salzburg  > jazzit.at
Jazzwerkstatt Records, Vienna  > jazzwerkstatt.at/tag/jazzwerkstatt-records
Jive Music, Vienna  > jivemusic.at
Laub Records, Vienna  > laubrecords.com
Listen Closely, Vienna  > listenclosely.at
Loewenhertz, Vienna  > loewenhertz.at
Lotus Records, Oberndorf, Salzburg  > lotusrecords.at
Material Records, Vienna  > materialrecords.com
Pao Records, Diersbach, Upper Austria  > inntoene.com/news/pao-records
Preiser Records, Vienna  > preiserrecords.at
Scream Records, Salzburg  > screamrecords.net
Session Work Records, Vienna  > sessionworkrecords.com
Sounddesign Austria, Hagenberg, Upper Austria  > sounddesign-austria.at
Sowiesound, Salzburg  > sowiesound.com

Labels

Kammgarn, Hard  > kammgarn.at
Remise Bludenz, Bludenz  > remise-bludenz.at
Spielboden, Dornbirn  > spielboden.at
Theater am Saumarkt, Bregenz  > saumarkt.at
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FESTIval S
Artacts, St. Johann, Tyrol  > muku.at
Bourbon Street Festival, Fieberbrunn, Tyrol  > bourbonstreetfestival.at
Chilli Jazz, Heiligenkreuz, Burgenland  > limmitationes.com
Festwochen Gmunden, Gmunden, Upper Austria  > festwochen-gmunden.at
Hoerthoert, Vienna  > hoerthoert.at
Inntöne, Diersbach, Upper Austria  > inntoene.com
Internationales Akkordeonfestival, Vienna  > akkordeonfestival.at
Jazz & Wein, Leibnitz, Styria  > leibnitz-kult.at
Jazzfest Wien, Vienna  > viennajazz.org
Jazz & The City, Salzburg  > Salzburg  > salzburgjazz.com
Jazzfestival Saalfelden, Saalfelden, Salzburg  > jazzsaalfelden.com
Jazzfestival Steyr, Steyr, Upper Austria  > jazzfestival-steyr.at
KlezMore Festival Wien, Vienna  > klezmore-vienna.at
Konfrontationen, Nickelsdorf, Burgenland  > konfrontationen.at
Most & Jazz Festival, Fehring, Styria  > mostundjazz.com
Musikfest Waidhofen, Waidhofen, Lower Austria  > musikfest.folkclub.at
Nova Jazz & Blues Night, Wiesen, Burgenland  > wiesen.at
Outreach, Schwaz, Tyrol  > outreachmusic.org
Seelax, Bregenz, Vorarlberg  > seelax.at
Session Work Festival, Vienna  > sessionworkrecords.com
Snow Jazz Gastein, Gastein, Salzburg  > gastein.com/de/snow-jazz-gastein
TschirgArt Jazzfestival, Imst, Tyrol  > artclubimst.at
Ulrichsberger Kaleidophon, Ulrichsberg, Upper Austria  > jazzatelier.at
Unlimited, Wels, Upper Austria  > waschaecht.at
Wellenklänge, Lunz am See, Lower Austria  > wellenklaenge.at
Zoom Festival, Vienna  > jazzwerkstatt.at
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aGENCIES

Bigathing Birgit Gabler, Vienna  > bigathing.com
CultureWorks, Vienna  > cultureworks.at
Diverted Music, Vienna  > divertedmusic.at
GLP Artist Marketing GmbH, Vienna  > glp.at
Graustein Artists, Steyregg, Upper Austria  > graustein.com
Katrin Karall-Semler, Vienna  > karall-semler.at
Kunst Plus, Vienna  > kunstplus.com
Marmota Agentur, Vienna  > marmota-agentur.at
Miooow, Vienna  > miooow.com
Saudades, Rotholz, Tyrol  > saudades.at
Skalarmusic, Vienna  > skalarmusic.at
Stone Art & Sound, Salzburg  > stone-art-and-sound.com
Triart, Vienna  > triart.at

MEDIa & bROaDCaSTING

Concerto  > concerto.at
Emap.FM  > emap.fm
Falter  > falter.at
Freistil  > freistil.klingt.org
mica – music austria  > musicaustria.at
Ö1 Jazznacht  > oe1.orf.at/jazznacht
Ö1 Spielräume  > oe1.orf.at/spielraeume
Ö1 Zeitton  > oe1.orf.at/zeitton
Skug  > skug.at
Verband Freie Radios Österreich  > freie-radios.at
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MUSICIaN WEbSITES
Auer Christoph Pepe  > pepeauer.com
Bakanic Christian  > christianbakanic.com
Brecher Siegmar  > siegmar-brecher.com
Breinschmid Georg  > georgbreinschmid.com
Camaa Iris  > iriscamaa.com
Delago Manu  > manudelago.com
Dienz Christoph  > dienz.at
Drechsler Ulrich  > ulrichdrechsler.com
Dunst Patrick  > patrickdunst.at
Eberle Martin  > martineberle.wordpress.com
Ferstl Judith  > judithferstl.com
Finkel Sigi  > �������
Fischbacher Walter  > �����������
Frick Simon  > simonfrick.com
Geiselhart Markus  > markusgeiselhart.de
Gansch Thomas  > thomasgansch.com
Gojo Filippa  > �������
Hacker Stephie  > stephaniehacker.com
Hank Sabina  > sabinahank.com
Harnisch Philipp  > philippharnisch.com
Hassfurther Sophie  > sophiehassfurther.com
Hautzinger Franz  > franzhautzinger.com
Heginger Agnes  > agnesheginger.com
Helbock David  > davidhelbock.com
Herbert Peter  > azizamusic.com
Hofer Clemens  > clemenshofer.com
Jagschitz Philipp  > philippjagschitz.wordpress.com
Kalnein Heinrich von  > heinrichvonkalnein.com
Kopmajer Simone  > simonekopmajer.com
Kranzelbinder Lukas  > laubrecords.com/lukas-kranzelbinder
Kronreif Peter  > peterkronreif.com
Landl Willi  > willilandl.at
Lettner Edith  > edith-lettner.net
Löschel Hannes  > hannesloeschel.com
Malischnig Julia  > juliamalischnig.com

Musician Websites
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Mallaun Martin  > martinmallaun.com
��������> �������
Marktl Klemens  > klemensmarktl.com
Muthspiel Christian  > christianmuthspiel.com
Muthspiel Wolfgang  > wolfgangmuthspiel.com
Nagl Max  > maxnagl.at
Nykrin Philipp  > philippnykrin.me
Osojnik Maja  > maja.klingt.org
Paier Klaus  > klaus-paier.com
Pale Lia  > liapale.net
Philipp Flip  > ��������
Puschnig Wolfgang  > puschnig.com
Raab Lorenz  > lorenzraab.at
Ratzer Karl  > karlratzer.com
Reiter Martin  > martinreiter.com
Ridler Susanna  > koer.at
Riegler Daniel  > riegler.weblog.mur.at
��������> ��������
������������> ������������
Schneeberger Diknu  > diknuschneeberger.com
Schuberth Paul  > paulschuberth.com
Schwarz Gina  > ginaschwarz.com
Siedl Julia  > juliasiedl.com
Six David  > davidsix.com
Sokal Harry  > harrysokal.com
Stemeseder Elias  > eliasstemeseder.com
Stojka Harri  > harristojka.at
Tröndle Angela  > angelatroendle.com
Vasilic Nenad  > vasilic.com
Vogel Georg  > georgvogel.net
Wenger Clemens  > clemenswenger.wordpress.com
Winkler Laura  > laurawinkler.com
Wressnig Raphael  > raphaelwressnig.com
Zangerle Werner  > wernerzangerle.com
Zettl Marina  > marinazettl.com

Musician Websites
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ENSEMbl E WEbSITES

BartolomeyBittmann  > bartolomeybittmann.at
������ > �������
Edi Nulz  > edi-nulz.com
Ensemble Studio Dan  > studiodan.weblog.mur.at
Existenzhengste  > existenzhengste.com
Falb Fiction  > ��������
HI5  > hi5music.at
Holler my Vier  > hollermydear.com/hollermyvier
Hornhub  > hornhub-music.com
Jazz Big Band Graz  > jazzbigbandgraz.com
Jazzodrom  > jazzodrom.net
Jazzorchester Vorarlberg  > laubrecords.com/jazzorchester-vorarlberg
Kitsch ‘n’ Glory  > kitschandglory.com
koe:r  > koer.at
Kompost 3  > laubrecords.com/kompost3
Little Band from Gingerland  > sophie-abraham.com/projekte/little-band-from-gingerland
Mario Rom´s Interzone  > laubrecords.com/interzone
Markus Geiselhart Orchestra  > markusgeiselhart.de
Mnozil Brass  > mnozilbrass.at
Month of Sundays  > monthofsundays.at
Mozuluart  > mozuluart.at
Namby Pamby Boy  > nambypambyboy.com
Phoen  > phoen.at
radio.string.quartet.vienna  > radiostringquartet.net
������> ��������
Rom/Schaerer/Eberle  > romschaerereberle.com
Sain Mus  > sainmus.at
Satua  > satuo.at
Treeoo  > treeoo-music.com
Upper Austrian Jazzorchester  > toene.at/uajo
Vienna Clarinet Connection  > viennaclarinetconnection.org
Woody Black 4  > woodyblack4.com

Ensemble Websites
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AUSTRIAN MUSIC EXPORT

Austrian Music Export is a joint initiative of mica – music austria and 
the Austrian Music Fund. The aim of Austrian Music Export is to be a 
service and resource center for exporters of contemporary Austrian 
music in all genres and aspects (recordings, live, synch, etc.). This 
includes providing access to information on Austrian artists and 
companies, building a substantial network of industry professionals 
and media, providing travel support and representing Austrian music 
at international trade shows, conferences and festivals. Austrian 
Music Export promotes international showcases of local artists 
and develops measures to strengthen international exploitation 
of Austrian repertoire by acting as a catalyst for export-oriented 
Austrian labels, agencies and artists.

Imprint
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Website > musicexport.at
Facebook > facebook.com/musicexportat

Twitter > twitter.com/musicexportat


